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Mitcham Cricket Green Community and 
Heritage 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF A CANOPY ON FAIR GREEN 
 

Application number 13/P2575  
October 2013 

 
1. Mitcham Cricket Green Community and Heritage is the civic society for this 
part of Merton and part of the wider civic movement through membership of the 
national charity Civic Voice.  We take an active interest in the future of the Cricket 
Green Conservation Area and its environs and the wider fortunes of the network of 
Mitcham’s registered town greens that include Figges Marsh and Fair Green as well 
as those in the Cricket Green Conservation Area.     
 
2. We have taken a keen interest in the Rediscover Mitcham plans and the 
OneMitcham initiative.  Mitcham Cricket Green Community and Heritage is a strong 
supporter of the ambition for community-led regeneration of the Mitcham town centre 
whilst remaining critical of important aspects of the Rediscover Mitcham proposals. 
 
3. We have considered the proposals for development of a canopy on Fair 
Green in the context of the development plan and the Rediscover Mitcham 
proposals. 
 
Prematurity 
 
4. We understand that no final decision has been made on Rediscover Mitcham.  
Yet, this application was first submitted in early August and was registered in 
September, before the results of the recent public consultation were published and 
before councillors on the Street Management Advisory Committee could advise the 
Cabinet member.  We find this shocking.  It treats both the public and councillors with 
contempt and undermines the already fragile trust which exists between the Council 
and the community on these proposals.  Crucially, it also prevents this application 
being considered alongside the other elements of the Rediscover Mitcham.   
 
5. We ask that the planning application be withdrawn until a final decision has 
been made on Rediscover Mitcham and that it is only brought forward alongside 
proposals for other aspects of the scheme so they can be considered together. 
 
Detail 
 
6. The details provided with this planning application provide scant information 
on what is being proposed.  They are notable for a lack of information on the location 
or the detail of landscaping and paving.  We ask the Council to consider whether this 
application can be registered on the basis of such limited information.   
 
7. We are told the “market square” (a phrase never used in relation to Fair 
Green) is to be repaved with York Stone but not the extent of this paving or the size 
or orientation of the stones.  We are also told that the application includes associated 
landscaping but no details are provided and the Design and Access statement refers 
to this as “being drawn up”.  The plans even lack the basic requirement for a large 
scale location map and there is less detail about the precise location of the structure 
and the details of its finish than Mitcham Cricket Green Community and Heritage was 
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required to provide for the relocation of a horse trough at Cricket Green.  It is 
impossible to come to a view on the merits of the scheme without this information. 
 
8. We ask that consideration of this application is suspended until adequate 
information is provided. 
 
Impact 
 
9. The proposed canopy should be rejected on the following grounds: 
 

 It will introduce a major new structure into this “highly significant piece of open 
space” (draft Mitcham Character Study) at the heart of Mitcham town centre, 
damaging its special character and compromising the adjacent registered 
town green – in conflict with Policy CS13 (Open space) 

 

 The scale of the proposed canopy is out of keeping with the surrounding 
townscape and will introduce a dominant and overbearing structure into an 
area of modest buildings of local character – in conflict with Policy CS14 
(Design) 

 

 The design inspiration is inappropriate and incongruous as William Morris 
owes nothing to Fair Green or the locality – it also represents a generic 
interpretation of the Arts and Crafts tradition rather than a direct link to William 
Morris 

 

 The design is compromised by the canopy being crowded by the Orange café 
– leaving an awkward gap and requiring a clumsy variation in the proposed 
roofline to accommodate the nearby building 

 

 The proposed polycarbonate roofing material will become discoloured and 
lose its transparency which will compromise the look 

 

 The canopy will compromise views of the Mitcham clock tower in its new 
location 

 

 Proposals for community use of the canopy are welcome but ill-conceived – 
the structure will provide no protection from the wind  

 

 The canopy is most likely to become a source of anti-social behaviour and a 
location for rough sleeping in an area where such activity is already a daily 
occurrence and the police and other enforcement bodies lack the resources 
to address it – we agree with the Core Strategy that “high quality design can 
create safer places and reduce the fear of crime” and this scheme will deliver 
the opposite and conflict with Policy CS14 

 

 There is no indication of how the canopy, its use and the surrounding public 
realm will be maintained and managed and every indication this will become a 
significant issue given the poor state of the existing public realm and the lack 
of management and care it receives – even the much vaunted and very 
recent public realm intervention in Wimbledon town centre now displays a 
lack of care and attention as these pictures demonstrate: 
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10. We await details of the consideration of the Design Review Panel which are 
not yet in the public domain despite this being a London Borough of Merton scheme. 
 
Viability 
 
11. The primary use for the canopy is as a home for Mitcham market.  It makes 
provision for 28 stalls where there is currently provision for 24.  Yet even on a good 
day only half of these are used and it is common for there to be fewer than 10 stalls.  
The proposed canopy is over-size for its main intended use and is likely to be a white 
elephant.  We also believe it will lead to an increase in market rents for existing stall-
holders who may have to contribute to its ongoing maintenance and who are already 
operating on the margins of viability 
 
12. We ask that further information is provided on the plans for maintenance, 
upkeep, policing and management of the structure and surrounds before a decision 
is made.  Planning conditions should also be attached to any grant of planning 
consent to require removal of the canopy in the event it is not viable and is under-
used. 
 
Conclusion 
 
13. This planning application is unacceptable on multiple grounds.  It: 
 

 cannot be considered separate from the other Rediscover Mitcham proposals 

 should not be considered ahead of decisions being made on Rediscover 
Mitcham 

 must not be considered on the basis of inadequate information being provided 

 should be rejected on grounds of its intrusive and overbearing nature on the 
valued and historic open space of Fair Green 

 should be replaced by an alternative strategy which invests in the existing 
market and local businesses through grassroots community activity that will 
meet the desired objectives for regenerating Mitcham town centre more 
effectively. 
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Web:  www.mitchamcricketgreen.org.uk 
 
Email:  info@mitchamcricketgreen.org.uk 
 
Twitter: @mitchamcrktgrn 
 
Mail: c/o MVSC, The Vestry Hall, 336/338 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey 

CR4 3UD 
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